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Editorial

The Canal Society again can boast a

membership of over 1000, but the target of

2000 by the end of the year seems a very long

way off. A large part of this has of course been

the difficulty of actually meeting people during

the COVID restrictions, but it is also giving

pause for thought.

Why do we need more members

and if we do, what sort of people?

A larger number will of course

bring in more income to the

Society, which is always useful,

and also enables the Society to

carry a bit more weight when

dealing with bodies like County

Councils. Converting some of the

5000+ Friends and Followers of

our website would be an obvious

way of extending our membership

and we will be trying to do this.

However, the really useful

potential members are those who

actually want to play an active

part in keeping the canal “alive

and vibrant”, as the slogan goes.

Such people are not necessarily those who

follow websites and click on Like buttons. They

are more likely to be found among volunteers

for things like the Tuesday Work Party and

personally, I think that is where our efforts

should be focussed. What we really need are

doers and leaders so that the followers have

something to follow.

*  *  *  *  *

For new members, the default option for the

Basingstoke Canal News is to receive it by

email. This saves the Society a bit of money,

but I am aware that many people still prefer to

be able to pick up a paper copy to browse,

perhaps over a cup of coffee, rather than

peering at a computer screen.

The BCN is still the chief method of

communication between the Society and its

members, so I would urge anyone who would

prefer to receive a paper copy to tell us. An

email or phone call to me, the Editor is all it

takes (details on page 23).

 *  *  *  *  *

Entries are beginning to come in for our

calendar photo competition (page 21), so why

not have a go?

I am also looking for a nice Christmassy photo

for a Society Christmas card so again, have a

look and see if you have anything suitable,

perhaps from years ago. Last year we sold

£700 worth of cards and a really attractive

design might do even better.

 *  *  *  *  *

The Canal Society’s  AGM will probably have

taken place before this issue of the BCN

reaches the members, but I do hope that there

is a good turnout to a new venue and a new

time and day of the week. The AGM is our

main opportunity each year to actually meet

fellow members and talk about what is going

on with the canal.
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Vice-Chairman’s report

With the ending of lockdown and the dialling

back of COVID restriction, the BCS team has

swung back into full action mode for August

with our Trip Boat Operations, Volunteer

Working Parties and organising / attending many

more events than were previously possible.

Particular highlights include the completion,

after 3 years, and formal opening of the Holland

Moorings in Farnborough on 16 August,

preparing for the BCS Annual General Meeting

at the Lakeside Country Club in Camberley on

2nd September and planning for the forthcoming

Odiham Raft Race at Colt Hill on 5th September.

The Society’s trip boats, John Pinkerton II and

Kitty, were extremely busy with 35 and 72 trips

operated respectively. The August members

complimentary “thank you” cruise was attended

by a record number of guests and September’s

one is already full. Our thanks to the volunteer

crews that man both JP and Kitty.

Speaking of volunteering, the BCS is always

looking for volunteers in all areas – trip boats,

working parties and all the behind the scenes

administrative activities that keep the Society

moving forward with its mission of keeping the

Canal Alive and Vibrant. So, if you have an

interest in volunteering and possess a particular

skill that you think might be useful, go on to the

Volunteering section on the BCS web site and

record your details – “your Canal needs you!”

Our major project of replacing Kitty with a new

all-electric environmentally friendly boat is well

underway, with specifications and quotations

for the new vessel being drawn up and a fund-

raising programme being prepared, including an

art auction, local events and a video being made.

Our two Co Vice Chairs, Ken Sankey and Neil

Sutherland, who have both been blighted with

recent health issues and had had to step back

from the bulk of their roles with the BCS,

thankfully are making steady progress in their

recovery but have indicated their intention to

step back from their Vice Chair roles but will

continue as Directors and to oversee volunteering

and marketing in the case of Ken and Neil for IT.

We thank them both for the supreme effort that

both have put in to the BCS over the past 3 years

and are grateful for their continued support and

skills being available to the Committee. The

current interim arrangements with Co Vice Chairs

Ian Moore and Tony Balch will remain in force

until at least after the AGM in September.

Also, the Directors and Committee would like to

thank our other hard working members that keep

the web site ever improving, our social media

pages having over 5,000 followers a week, our

membership services continuing to improve,

our planning team who spot opportunities to

secure more funding for the Canal, our lengthsmen

who continue to patrol the towpaths, our

fundraisers, our newsletter editor and scribe-in-

chief and of course our working parties and trip

boat crews. Thank you all for your hard work –

the BCS would not be the same without your

efforts.

Tony Balch

Interim Co-Vice-Chair
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Holland Moorings

After 5 years of effort by the Society’s Work

Party, delayed by COVID-19 and NE

restrictions on pile driving, the new moorings

at Farnborough Road were finally officially

opened on 16th August by Derek Holland and

Kay Markham.

Their parents, the late Peter and Margaret

Holland, left a generous legacy to the Society

which covered most of the cost of the

moorings. These will provide space for about

ten boats, supplementing the moorings already

at the Mytchett Canal Centre, and will hopefully

bring much-needed income to the Canal

Authority. There is a considerable demand for

places for people to keep their boats in  South

East England. One space will be reserved as a

temporary mooring for visiting boats and

another for a residential boat to provide an

element of security protection.

Tony Balch, Acting Canal Society Vice-

Chairman, welcomed Derek and Kay and other

members of the family as well as local

dignitaries, representatives of the Army, the

BCA and Granger plc who are doing the

Wellesley developments in Aldershot, and

members of the Society. Jeff Hill, who managed

the project for the Society, gave a brief history

of the site and the problems overcome in

Above: Derek Holland and Kay Markham unveil a plaque commemorating the legacy left by

their parents which paid for the moorings, watched by Tony Balch (left) and Jeff Hill (right).
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building the moorings.

Derek and Kay unveiled a plaque

(above) recording their parents’

generosity and Kay said a few

words of thanks on behalf of the

Holland family.

Guests were then invited to

board the John Pinkerton II for

a brief trip to Ash Lock and back

with a buffet lunch en route.

The turn at Ash Lock was a tight squeeze as

the winding hole was largely occupied by the

BCA’s dredger Unity and one of their work

boats, but with Boat Company Chairman Dick

King at the helm was managed surprisingly

easily.

Thanks to Dick, Duncan Paine, Janet Buckley,

Verna Smith and everyone else who helped to

make the day a success, including all the Work

Party members who built the moorings.

Mikron Theatre

The Mikron Theatre Company has been making

an annual visit to the Basingstoke Canal since

1980 and gave their latest performance on a

balmy evening on 14th August in the Water

Witch’s garden at Odiham.

An audience of over 100 people enjoyed

“Atalanta Forever”, the lively story of a

pioneering ladies football team in the 1920s.

opening
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Accessible Boating QAVS

Above: Mildred Stocks ABA President and initiating fundraiser, ABA Chairman John Ransom,

Lord Lieutenant for Hampshire Nigel Atkinson Esq with members and supporters of Accessible

Boating after the presentation.

Many congratulations to the Accessible Boating

Association for joining the Canal Society as a

recipient of the Queen’s Award for Voluntary

Service after over 35 years of providing a

service that has allowed an estimated 30,000

people with medical problems to enjoy the

canal.

In 1985 Mildred Stocks was Chairman of Hart

District Council and was instrumental in raising

the funds that enabled ABA to purchase the

boat that was named after her. This was

specially designed to take wheel chair users.

Eventually it was replaced by the holiday boat

Madame Butterfly and day boat Dawn. The

Association’s main “customers” are those

people who cannot enjoy a canal cruising

experience on a standard boat due either to

impaired physical mobility or mental issues that

inhibit social interactions. These disadvantaged

passengers are able to spend valuable time in a

different environment which is both tranquil and

therapeutic.

Membership of ABA is open to all and new

volunteers, especially those with relevant skills,

are always welcome. Details are on the web

site at www.accessibleboating.org.uk.
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Work Party

As well as completing the

Holland moorings, raising

the barge sunk at Brittania

Wharf and moving Belfast

Girl off the canal, the

Society’s work party has

not been idle.

The surplus piles and the

security fencing were

removed from the

Farnborough Road site

and transported on the

work boat Alan Flight to

Odiham; seen right en

route at Crookham Wharf.

And at Up Nately, the garage on Heather Lane, in which John Young kindly allows the Society

to store things when work is being done west of Greywell Tunnel, has been re-painted.
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Raising the Titanic from the

The issue of discarded sunken barges
in the canal in the West Byfleet stretch
has been a historical problem.   This
undated photograph is of the narrow
boat Marion, built by Alec
Harmsworth in 1923 at the Ash Vale
boatyard.

On Saturday 12th June this year, the
Society’s working-party was divided,
and a small group descended upon
Monument Bridge in the west of
Woking with the intention of raising a sunken
barge full of debris from off-bank clearing in the
Woking stretch over recent years.  The barge
had been moored at the Britannia Wharf on the
other side of Monument Bridge and had been
placed there temporarily whilst the central pound
in Woking was drained due to the works at
Chobham Road Bridge.   However, unfortunately,
due to heavy rain the barge had filled with water
causing it to drop much lower, flood and sink.
The result was an eyesore although well in to the
bank.

Kevin Redway had transported his portable
workboat “Tank” and we gained access from
the towpath onto the parts of the sunken barge
which were not immersed.   In addition to the
society’s own pump, we had hired three further
powerful pumps from HSS which we moved in
Tank to the barge.   We initially situated two
pumps at each end to empty the buoyancy
chambers.

In the meantime, we transferred over ten bags of
building sand which were strategically
placed along the gunwale which was
below the water level to create a  partial
“seal”.   It soon became apparent that
these were insufficient, and Kevin and
Nigel went to a local builders merchant
to acquire more.  By the time they
returned pumping out had progressed
and both buoyancy tanks were now
nearly empty, and we repurposed one
pump at either end to pump the water
from the hold.   With the fresh supply
of sandbags Kevin completed the seal
along the barge’s gunwale, and we
managed to pump water out at a rate
that was greater than was leaking
through the sandbag seals, and the
barge began to rise very slowly.  Then
the narrow boat Provence came past
and the turbulence suddenly lifted the

Above: The sunken barge alongside Britannia
Wharf, barely discernible from the water.  A

dangerous navigation hazard.
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Basingstoke Canal       by Mark Coxhead

barge in a large jolt up from the depths, and we
managed to pump the hold out the completely,
leaving us with a barge that was filled with the
remains of rotting branches.

The rest of Saturday and Sunday was spent
manually moving the decaying contents out of
the barge and disposing of it in an eco-friendly
way.  Having been submerged for some years
this was smelly job and this was not helped by
the intense heat over the weekend.

Right: Pumped out barge showing the
debris inside, moored alongside the
Monument Wharf Crane

Left: The pumped out, but still full barge
being steered for unloading, with Tank in
tow

Above right: Sandbags deployed along
the length of the barge. Narrow boat
Provence passing, which caused the barge
to suddenly rise.

On the 10th July,  we moved - again using Tank

as a pusher - the barge upstream from its

temporary location in the winding hole near

Monument Road bridge to Hermitage Flash

where it is now moored alongside the two BCA

barges resident there.   The day started off wet,

but progress was good other than for  temporary

halts to collect a couple of old, abandoned

canoes from the off bank at Horsell Common,

a little light pruning to remove some overhanging

branches, removal of, unusually, just a single

abandoned bike and, similarly,  a single shopping

trolley, and overcoming running aground

between Kiln & Hermitage bridges. Fortunately,

by the time we’d got to Hermitage flash the rain

had stopped, so we were also able to spend time

pumping out and repositioning the two Canal

Authority barges  in drier conditions, before

returning with Tank to St Johns.

In the longer term  the intention is  to move the

Society’s barge up to Deepcut for some

refurbishment work using the Dry Dock.
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Remake of the African Queen -

On Friday 25th, Saturday 26th and Sunday 27th

June the dredger Belfast Girl was moved from

outside Kevin Redway’s house in St. John’s

to Weybridge on loan to the Buckingham

Canal Society for dredging operations on the

Buckingham arm.   The arrangement is that the

Buckingham CS society will use their

mechanical expertise to undertake for some

essential repair work on the Belfast Girl.  For

instance, the vessel was unable to use its own

propellor mechanism to power itself and we had

to fix the BCS’s outboard engine to the work

boat Tank to drive Belfast Girl on its trip.

On the Friday the boat was moved from its

mooring outside Kevin’s down the St. John’s

flight to the Bridge Barn.   The crew on

Saturday met at the Bridge Barn and almost

immediately in the section approaching Step

Bridge we were confronted with thick weeds

that significantly narrowed the navigation

passage, a problem that was to confront us

throughout the journey on the Basingstoke,

with scenes of that could have been from the

African Queen film.

When the new bridge and cycle path was built

at Chobham Road Bridge I was dubious whether

large boats would have sufficient room to

navigate, but we did manage this to the relief of

the crew, as pictured.

As the trip continued we encountered other

parts of the canal where the capacity of the

navigation channel was significantly reduced

due to encroaching weed, such as Brewery

Road to Monument Bridge.    The section

from Monument Bridge to Sheerwater Bridge

was painfully slow, calculated by GPS
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Belfast Girl goes to Weybridge

navigation as being ¾ mile per hour as the canal

desperately needed dredging here.

At each lock the arm of the dredger had initially

to be raised upright to allow Tank to fit in the

lock, and when the lock emptied lowered to go

under the service bridges.  Unfortunately, when

we got to Lock 1, the circuitry for the arm

decided to capitulate and we were stranded in

the lock for about an hour.  Fortunately, Kevin

and Nigel managed to find a spare length of cable

and they quite ingeniously managed to bypass

some of the control switches and the arm

mechanism was re-activated.  (Thanks to the

BCA’s lock-keeper for his patience, and

apologies for detaining him  longer than both

he and we would have liked nearing the end of

a long day).

However, the problems on the Basingstoke

were not over, as the boat grounded on leaving

Lock 1 and more significantly at the entrance

of the Wey when Kevin had to use the arm to

the drag us over the obstruction.    Again, two

further areas that need dredging.

  On several occasions the propellor came tangled

up with rubbish in the canal and Kevin had to

remove the obstruction, which was very

difficult as he had to balance off the back of

Tank.

Large goldfish have been spotted in the canal at

Monument Bridge and by the houseboats at

S c o t l a n d

Bridge.

The boat was

moored on the

Picture below, is of Belfast Girl in Lock 4.
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Wey overnight in the mooring there under the

M25 bridge.  Having spent a considerable while

working on the Holland Moorings at

Farnborough, I was impressed by the tall security

fences that have been installed to deter intruders.

However, this did make leaving and re-joining

the boat the next morning quite a physical

challenge.

The journey up the Wey on Sunday morning was

problem free until we reached Coxes Lock

where we grounded on the exit, but by a lot of

pushing and pulling we managed to free ourselves

to allow us to continue downstream and on

through Town Lock and then Thames Lock

where we were able to help out the lock-keeper

by removing the remains of a recently fallen tree

from the navigation, before mooring up.

At the end of the trip, I was alerted to an

interesting and undocumented item of the

Basingstoke Canal history.  Alec Harmsworth

owned or rented part of the raised embankment

on the approach to the Thames Lock on the

Wey.  On this he built a travelling steam crane to

unload timber bound for the Basingstoke -

probably to Stanton’s Timber Yard.  This does

not appear in London’s Lost Route to Basingstoke

   But as Kevin pointed out parts of the rails still

remain.  The extent of the railway can be seen on

a 1935 25" Ordnance Map, but not on the 1914

map, and so this dates the construction as

being relatively recent.

In conclusion, the Basingstoke Canal is terribly

overgrown, and one of the machines capable

of undertaking the clearing of the channel has

departed, hopefully temporarily.

Over the years, Belfast Girl has done spot

dredging, removed tons of weed and done

sundry other jobs on the canal, standing in for

the BCA’s dredger Unity during the latter’s

long periods of being out of action. However,

it isn’t the first time it’s been off the canal, having

crossed the Irish Sea to Dublin some years ago

to dredge the Royal Canal, so when the

Buckingham Arm job is done it may well return.

In the mean time let’s hope Unity is fit for action

before the winter gales start bringing trees down

(see back cover).

Belfast Girl        by Mark Coxhead
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Project Group

The Canal Society now has a number of

groups dealing with matters such as planning,

fund-raising, events etc. Some of their activities

are covered elsewhere in this issue of the BCN,

but I felt that it would be worth having a look

at one of the other very active groups that is

dealing with Projects of all sorts. Recent work

includes:-

Information boards. The Society raised a

significant amount of money to pay for the

design and installation of information boards

along the canal. The BCA has placed the order

with Greenhouse Graphics and the text is being

finalised. Installation, by volunteers or board

supplier to be agreed between BCA/BCS.

Last 5 Miles footpath. Regular meetings with

Basingstoke and Deane Borough Council, but

slow progress. Main issues are ownership/

repairs to Little Tunnel Bridge and the

permissive path across Mr Stacy’s land from

Greywell Tunnel to Little Tunnel Bridge.

On-line Museum. Step one of the museum

website has been created as a test site which can

then be populated on a segmental basis.

Approximately 70% of material has been

digitised. Work progressing on the filing structure

for electronic and physical archive before

digitising recommences. Once a digital archive

is in place the content of the physical archive can

be reviewed.

Langmans and Woodend Bridge plaques.

The Society received an offer to pay for plaques

on Woodend and Langman’s Bridges, similar to

those on many other bridges recording the dates

of the original build and the restoration. Langmans

application has been withdrawn to avoid formal

Water Projects. 8 potential projects being

discussed with BCA and could be delivered in

the ongoing BCA Capital Works programme.

1. Deepcut storage - land available, high

cost, cheaper options being investigated.

2. Hampshire Pound - BCA considering

future dredging.

3. Frimley pumping - BCA investigating

pipe repair but involves British Rail land.

4. Frimley borehole - investigations will

commence when S106 monies received.

5. Mytchett Lake - dependent upon MoD

future use and appetite to purchase.

6. Bourley Reservoir - dependent upon NE

proposals for future use.

7. Greywell Springs - abstraction expires

2025, ground water levels should rise

naturally and feed the canal. Flow meters

to be installed this summer to establish a

baseline.

8. Land adjoining the canal –  consider if any

land at the western end of the canal might

be suitable for storage and future

discussions.with landowners.

Wellesley. 12 month opportunity for dialogue

with Grainger to influence the feasibility study

for canal enhancement set out in the Wellesley

legal obligations. Grainger have ruled out a canal

loop but consider a modest size basin may be

viable. BCS/BCA will be invited to join the

discussions following the initial viability study.

If canal enhancements add financial and social

value to the Wellesley development Grainger will

probably implement them.

Ash Wharf. Consideration being given to revival

of 2015 ‘beautification’ proposal.

rejection by Historic England. No plaque

attached to the bridge is acceptable to them.
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John Pinkerton II

JP Cruises

After a shaky start to the season due to short

notice changes to COVID restrictions, Charter

and Public trips have been very busy for August,

with anticipated total of 35 for the month, plus

a 3 day exercise to host the Holland Mooring

opening ceremony.

Included in these was a successful Member’s

cruise attended by 44,  the largest number ever

generated, thanks to publicity by Membership

Secretary, Andy Beale. The Members’ cruise in

September is already fully booked.

The Theme trips continue to be very popular

with these done so far: Cream Tea, Children’s

Treasure Hunt, Canal Jazz Shuffle, and another

Grand Cafe.

Crew Volunteers

Rostering of crews has been problematical, as

only 42%  from a base of 70 have volunteered.

Various reasons given are holidays, COVID

related, but no information from others. This

does put extra pressure on the keen volunteers.

Four Seasons trips

During August, we were asked to provide crews

for the Four Seasons Hotel boat  Louise for 12

trips. Dick King skippered 3 trips, and other

trained skippers  2 more. Regrettably, we were

unable to provide crews for the rest. Substantial

fees are donated to the Society.

JP October Promotion Trips

The week commencing 4th Oct has been reserved

for trips from the Canal Centre at Mytchett to

introduce local Councillors, many of them newly

elected, to the canal and its value to the local

community. Transits to and from Odiham will

take place on Mon 4th and Fri 8th.

2022 Bookings

There are already 12 charter bookings for 2022

carried forward due to COVID.

Above: The JPII returned to the Holland

mooring after a cruise for guests to Ash

Lock following the formal opening

ceremony on 16th August.
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Kitty in 2021     Graham Deavin

At the end of her very successful 2019 summer

season the BCS trip boat, Kitty was prepared

for the winter and partially covered by a large

black tarpaulin. Her crew fully expected to put

her back into service in 2020 and hoped to

improve on the almost 2000 passengers that

she had carried in that year.

In the event of course Covid intervened. The

tarpaulin remained in place for a further year

and throughout 2020 it proved impossible to

carry out any passenger trips or indeed any

serious maintenance. Things began to change

in the spring of this year when the team began

to bring her back to an operational standard.

In fact she had survived eighteen months in

mothballs remarkably well. Everything needed

a good clean and as a precaution her engine

start battery was changed. She was inspected

and gained a new Boat Safety Certificate valid

for a further five years.

The most demanding task was to clean and

repaint the external surfaces of the cabin and

also the handrails. This was done over several

weeks by a team largely made up of Kitty crew

members. By June Covid restrictions began to

ease and it was again possible to arrange

refresher opportunities for qualified crew

members and training for the considerable

number of new recruits. Passenger trips started

in July with both crews and passengers having

to adhere to the then current regulations. This

restricted guests to family bubbles and limited

the personal interaction with passengers that

Kitty’s crew members like to achieve. Further

relaxation of the Government’s Covid

regulations enabled a full service to resume in

August, subject of course to the recommended

precautions. It quickly became apparent that

the demand for trips in Woking had not

diminished with both public and charter trips

booking well. Although the shortened season

has made it unlikely that the 2019 passenger

numbers can be matched the team are pleased

to see that by mid August Kitty had carried

over 500 passengers so far this year.

This rapid recovery in bookings has encouraged

team members who continue to plan for a

replacement, environmentally friendly, all electric

Kitty II whenever funds allow.

Above: Within a couple of years of starting

to operate in Woking in 2016, Kitty had

established itself as the town’s number one

attraction according to Trip Advisor. Here

she is at the formal opening of the extended

Woking wharf just over 2 years ago.
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Events

Although a number of local events to which

we might have taken the sales stand have been

cancelled this year due to COVID, the

organisers of the annual Dogmersfield Flower

Show decided that it should go ahead.

In response to their brave decision, the sun

shone, there was a record turnout of classic

cars and motorcycles, the band played and it

was all just as it always was. Our stand sold

about £70 worth of books and tea towels and

handed out a good number of membership

leaflets, and I won the cup for the photographic

competition, so a good time was had by all.

Above: Philip Riley, Sandy Redman and Roger Cansdale at the Dogmersfield Flower Show

Duncan Paine ordered a solar light for the Bridge Barn
Elsan place from the Solar Centre and they supplied
the wrong one. They told him to keep this and then
supplied the correct one, so he has this light and no use
for it. If anyone would like to make an offer for it,
please contact him on 01252 614125. The Solar
Centre price is £69.99 but Duncan would be happy
with £45 which would pay for the current one.

EVO SMD Remote Controlled Solar Floodlight for sale
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Events

Chobham meetings

The organisers of the Chobham meetings that took place over the winter in pre-COVID days,

Graham Deavin and Alan Norris, have reluctantly decided that it will not be safe to resume these

until the pandemic has calmed down further. The hall was already becoming a bit too small to

accommodate the numbers coming to the talks and certainly would not allow any sort of social

distancing.

Events Group

Frances Bonnington has stepped down as the co-ordinator of the group due to pressures of

work and family and Heather Sloane has volunteered to take on the job. Heather has attended

several events as a helper and her husband works in the Events industry so she already has

knowledge of the activity. Her background before early retirement was project planning so

ideally suited as co-ordinator/organiser.

One pressing  problem for the group is storage of hardware for events. The Society owns two

gazebos, a couple of light tables, three pop-up banners and various boxes of books, leaflets and

other sales items. Most of these things are reasonably portable, which is just as well because

they are currently stored in the barn that the Society owns at Odiham, that is only accessible by

a 100 yard long trudge across the Water Witch’s garden. However, one of the gazebos is quite

heavy and not really practical to store in the barn and there are also three boxes of display

boards that are too heavy and bulking to go in there, although they are rarely used. These items

are currently in Neil Sutherland’s garage but will have to go because he is moving house.

Does anyone have, or know of, any easily accessible storage space about the size of a single

garage? Commercial storage is available but would cost over £1000 a year, so we would like to

avoid such an expense. If you think you might be able to help, please email editor@basingstoke-

canal.org.uk.

BCS ’31st-not-30th-because-of-Covid’ celebration party

Frimley Lodge Park, 7 or 8 May 2022.  New sub-committee to be formed to plan and organise

the event which will belatedly celebrate the 30th anniversary of the re-opening of the canal. It is

hoped that the Byfleet Boat Club will support a boat rally, as they did in 1991. If you would like

to help, please contact the Committee.
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Dear Roger,

In the latest BCS News it says that Kitty was

the last horse to pull boats on the canal.  To

prevent myth and history becoming

confused, the last horse was actually Captain

who towed the hostel boat Firebrand from

the Wey to Woking for the 1962 Woking

Rally, worked moving material to repair the

Crookham breach later that year and was also

used to tow a dredge punt for trips/outings

on the canal on several occasions.

I should have some old slides showing

Captain towing but at present I cannot lay my

hands on them.  I will try to find them.

Kind regards,

Tim

Thanks to our Co-President Tim Dodwell for

this bit of history from the 1960s. In fact we have

a number of photos from this era in our collection,

Captain

including some of Tim’s, so here goes for a bit

of pre-restoration nostalia.

.

Right:

Firebrand

(centre) at the

1962 rally in

Woking.
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Captain

Above left: Captain with Foreman Dave

Gregory and a work boat at Crookham.

Above right: the 1962 breach at Crookham

caused by a collapsed culvert.

Above: Captain at home with Mark Hicks (Canal employee from 1884 to 1966) at the house

next to Chequers Bridge. Captain was old Mark’s favourite horse and his will asked for his

coffin to be carried away on one of the work boats drawn by Captain. Sadly this didn’t happen

because Captain drowned after falling into a pit full of slurry that overflowed from a neighbouring

farm. Mark’s fellow bailiffs drew the boat instead in 1966.
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Film

Do we have any film buffs

among our members?

We have a number of stills from a

silent film shot on the Basingstoke

Canal in about 1924, but no details

of the name of the film or the actors.

Can anybody identify them or the

film? The location of the first two

shots is King’s Head Bridge at

Frimley Green and the third is

down towards Deepcut Bridge.

Even if we could identify the film,

the chances of it still existing

might be a bit slim, but who

knows, we might be in for an

exciting night at the flicks some

time.

Can anyone play the piano?
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The Canal Society is running a repeat of last

year’s very successful Calendar Photo

Competition. Sales of the 2021 calendar

raised over £1500 for the canal.

We will be looking for the best 13 photos of

the Basingstoke Canal for our 2022 calendar.

Winners will get their names on the calendar

and will also, of course, receive a free copy

of it.

The photos must be in colour and landscape

format (about 1.4 times wider than high). We

hope to do an A4 size calendar this time, as

opposed to last year’s A5 size, so large images please which will need 300 dots per inch for the

printers.

Please email them to editor@basingstoke-canal.org.uk together with your name and a title for

the picture. Closing date will be the end of September.

Entries by members of the Basingstoke Canal Society can also compete for the Dieter Jebens
Trophy that will be awarded at next year’s AGM.

A few tips that Dieter gave me:

1.  The Basingstoke Canal is very beautiful

and it is easy to take pretty pictures of

it, but to make a striking or memorable

image there needs to be a point of

interest somewhere.

2.   Swans are beautiful birds and we had

lots of photos of them last year, but

often close-ups that could have been

taken anywhere; we are looking for

photos of the canal.

3.   It is always good to have some human

interest in photos.

2022 Calendar Photo Competition

Everyone has a mobile phone nowadays capable of taking high quality photos, so please

keep your eyes open next time you walk the canal and support these competitions to

make a bit of money for the canal.
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Membership report

If you have any issues with your membership please contact me at

Membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

Regards

Andy Beale

It is now just over a year since the implementation

of the new web site and with it the On-line

membership system.  It is obviously much easier

to join the society now and as a result total

membership is now around 1020.  This has also

allowed us to email a lot more information out to

members so keeping you informed of events

and news.  Inevitably there are still some issues

that we need to resolve but we are working on

them as well as improving the facilities available.

One feature that we have developed is the

Membership Card.  This can be accessed from

the Members Area of the Society website under

the store Discounts heading.  An example is

show below:

As ever a warm welcome to those that have

recently joined us:

Bilal Qureshi of Woking

Tony Balch of Wokingham

Mahika Rane of Woking

Joseph Hall of Woking

Beth Rice of Basingstoke

Howard Bassant of Church Crookham

Paul Barker of Fleet

David Hawes of Odiham

Alex Crawford of Aldershot

George Hall of Fleet

Amy Cooper of Winchester

Simon Beswick of Fleet

Vic Jackson of Frensham

Christopher Ives of Sandhurst

Chris Starzewski-Day of Horsell

Ian de Whalley of Worcester Park

Owen Baker of Woking

Hugh Pringle of Southampton

Brian Simpson of Ash Green

Lynn McGrady of Brookwood

Alex & Sarah Jackson of Reading

Sandra Vado of Southampton

Catherine Pretious of Alton

Tracy Binder of Camberley

Jack Palfreyman of Fleet

Chris Hamilton of Bagshot

Dennis Smith of Deepcut

John Fraser of Surrey

Romain Dennison of Woking

Julian King of Hook
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BCS information

The Bulletin is now up to

Issue 53.

If you want to keep up

with the latest news about

the canal, please click on

the Friends button on the

Society website at

www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk

To join the Society, please contact the

Membership Secretary, Andy Beale, at

membership@basingstoke-canal.org.uk.

The annual subscription is Adults £15,

Junior £0, Family £20, and Group £30

payable on March 1st each year. Life

membership is a one-off £200.

Date for next copy 31st October 2021

Published by the Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society Ltd., a non-profit distributing company limited by
guarantee, registered as a Charity. The views expressed are not necessarily those of the Society. Executive

members of the Committee are shown in bold type and Directors of the Society  have an asterisk (*) after their
name.

Editorial Team:    Editor: Roger Cansdale 29 Knoll Road, Fleet, Hants GU51 4PT    01252-678608

                                                                                      e-mail:  editor@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

Presidents: Tim & Elizabeth Dodwell

Chairman:     Vacant

Vice-Chairmen:     Tony Balch*    )

    Ian Moore*      )

Hon. Secretary:     Celia Griffiths* .

Treasurer:     David Wall*

Volunteers     Ken Sankey*

IT     Neil Sutherland*

Membership Secretary:     Andrew Beale

Projects & Fund raising     John Turner*

Lobbying     Tony Balch*

Marketing & Communications    Vacant

Weekend Work Party     Janet Buckley*

JPII Trip Boat Manager:     Dick King*

Trip Boat Bookings:     Team

Sales Manager:     Roger Cansdale

Events Coordinator:     Heather Sloane

Safety Officer     Simon Tudor*

Press Officer:     Lisa Taylor

External Talks Organiser:     Roger Cansdale

Website Manager     Mel Lewis

Planning     Graham Corser

Lengthman Organiser:     Barry Jones

Archivist:     Vacant

Chobham talks:     Graham Deavin &  Alan Norris

Work Site Manager     Kevin Redway*

KittyTrip Boat  Manager     Ian Moore*

General Canal Society contact number:  07305 340547

Basingstoke Canal Authority Canal Centre, Mytchett Place Road, Mytchett, Surrey GU16 6DD            01252-370073

Canal Society Internet Website:  www.basingstoke-canal.org.uk

Canal Authority Internet Website: www.basingstoke-canal.co.uk

The Canal Society has introduced a new Email

project under which anyone who needs one can

have a personal and/or an organisational email

address. If you need to contact someone, their

addresses are likely to be in the form

elvis.presley@basingstoke-canal.org.uk or

singer@basingstoke-canal.org.uk

Acting
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Is this what they mean by a listed tree?
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